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Introduction
CineWave, the cinematic society of IIT Bhubaneswar has had a successful year in
terms of competitions, viewer satisfaction and most importantly, the learning
and enjoyment in the work by the members of the Society. The overall
performance of the society did justice to the name and fame of the society which
was earned over the past years through the hard work of our students. The
Society has been active throughout the semester and there has been never a
state of passiveness. Every member of the society participated enthusiastically in
the society activities.

Introduction: Cinewave to Freshers

Cinewave introduced the Society to the freshers in an unconventional way by
letting them know the fun behind video making by making a Harlem Shake video
just after the formal power point presentations and Screening of some of the
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videos was done. They were also presented with a video depicting their own
reactions to the new campus life which was well received by the audience. This
drew their attention to the interesting field of video making which was proved by
more than 85 students turning up for the video editing workshop conducted soon
after that. Cinewave has been successful in letting the new batch of students know
that the art of video making is something where we can learn a lot on our own and
achieve magnificent things as a team.

Viewers Reactions / Feedback

Every video made by the society was well received by the audience and some
videos were praised for the quality and professionalism it showed. Cinewave has
been able to deliver good videos and services even on short notices. Bringing in
non-conventional techniques and ideas into videos got recognition including the
winning ad presented at Spring Fest IIT Kharagpur.
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Learning never stops

Cinewave is proud of the fact that every video that has been made enabled the
ones who work hard for that learn new things. Techniques like background noise
removal, keying out of backgrounds in videos, hyper lapse videos etc. were
introduced thanks to this. Every work was done by the society, big or small are only
done in teams to gather ideas and to have a better result. The fresher’s video which
was made after the arrival of our new batch was the work of 10 members of the
society working together. These sessions give us ideas and new directions to work
forward. Since video making is a field where there is almost nothing that limits
creativity, we understand and embrace the fact that better results occur through
teamwork.
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Work Done by the Society
Activities of Autumn Semester










Video for Counselling Service Team
Fresher’s video
Harlem shake video with freshers
Workshop on fundamentals of video editing. Video submissions and
inductions to society
Short video for institute day
Origin: our responsibility: Short film Video for Convocation dinner
Teachers day
Campus timelapse videos
Run for unity videos

Teasers, glimpses and theme release videos for different fests of the institute
were also done by the members of the society. ( 10 videos in this category )
Events covered by Cinewave






Introduction and performances of Music, Dance and Dramatics societies.
Alumni-Student interaction.
DIC workshop on Innovation in Education and Engineering Design
Aghaaz
Run for Unity.

Activities of Spring Semester so far





New year video
Promotional videos for startups from the institute (3 in this category)
Coverage of the Independence Day and E summit
Participation and winning in Spring Fest IIT Kharagpur (2 Videos)
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The Society hopes it has been able to reflect itself through this report.
Regards,
Cinewave
IIT Bhubaneswar

------------------------------------------------The End-----------------------------------------------
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